**ANSWERS AND SOLUTIONS**

**Ladder Words** by Susan Thorpe

The tourists began their journey in Guinea: FRD-FRG-FDG
Then to the Ivory Coast: NDG-KDG-KLG
Then to Burkina Faso: KYG-KRG-KTG-BTG-BLG-DLG-TLG-ZLG-SLG-SDG
Then to Mali: BDG-TDG-TBG-NBG-SBG
Then to Niger: SRG-KRG-BRG
Then to Chad BRD-BRK
Then to C.A. Republic: BLK-BLV-BLN-BTN-BTR-BKR-BKL-DKL-PKL-PKB-PLB
Then to Congo: TLB
And finally to Gabon: MLB-MFB-MGB.
A total of 41 locations and nine of the thirteen countries appeared in the tourists’ schedule.

**Bananagrams 19** by Ed Conti

1. fluent, netful 2. afield, failed 3. owlets, lowest 4. spades, passed 5. phrasing, harpings
6. nectar, trance 7. ingénues, unseeing 8. wordings, drowsing 9. estrange, negaters
10. overseen, Veronese

**Kickshaws** by Dave Morice

**Aligheri** The title acrostically reads A YAHWEH.

**Alphabetic Bigram Words** POLK